Analysts using simulation models often must assess a large number of alternatives in order to determine which are most effective. If effectiveness corresponds to the likelihood of yielding the best outcome, this becomes a multinomial selection problem. Unfortunately, existing procedures were developed primarily for evaluating small sets of alternatives, so parameters required to implement them may not be readily available or the sampling costs may be prohibitive when a large number of alternatives are present. We propose a truncated, sequential multinomial subset selection procedure that restricts the maximum subset size. Numerical comparisons show that our procedure can be much more efficient than the leading unrestricted procedure. Our procedure requires only one calculated parameter rather than four. We provide extensive tables for cases involving large numbers of alternatives.
INTRODUCTION
Decision making under uncertainty is prevalent in our lives. A decision-making process is a procedure-either formal or informal-that examines several alternatives and makes assessments about their merits. Examples abound. Commuters have the choice of several routes to take to their place of work and may wish to identify those that are consistently the fastest. Pharmaceutical companies may have several potential new treatment programs, from which they will choose the most promising one(s) for further research and development. Military planners usually have more than one strategy or plan that can be used in a specific combat situation and may need to assess which one has the greatest probability of achieving the desired results.
If the consequences of making a poor decision are minimal, informal decision-making processes are commonly used. If the consequences are moderate to severe, it is best to support the decision with quantitative assessments of the alternatives rather than rely on anecdotal evidence or expert opinion. The ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) Authors' addresses: H. Vieira Jr., K. H. Kienitz, and M. C. N. Belderrain, Instituto Tecnologico de Aeronáutica, 12228-900, São José dos Campos, SP, Brazil; S. M. Sanchez and P. J. Sanchez, Department of Operations Research, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA, 93943, USA. Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies show this notice on the first page or initial screen of a display along with the full citation. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, to redistribute to lists, or to use any component of this work in other works requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Permissions may be requested from Publications Dept., ACM, Inc., 2 Penn Plaza, Suite 701, New York, NY 10121-0701 USA, fax +1 (212) 869-0481, or permissions@acm.org. c 2014 ACM 1049-3301/2014/02-ART10 $15.00 DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1145/2567891 approach is often used for studying multiple systems, but the inferences resulting from the ANOVA approach are limited and can be extremely unsatisfying. In the ANOVA approach, the null hypothesis is that all alternatives are identical. Rejecting the null hypothesis only allows us to state that they are different-we cannot formally state which alternatives are better or worse. Conversely, failing to reject the null hypothesis may simply indicate an insufficient sample size (i.e., lack of statistical power). In contrast, statistical Ranking and Selection (R&S) procedures attempt to address questions of interest to decision makers directly rather than indirectly.
R&S procedures can be classified according to one of three different formulations, each of which provides some type of guarantee on the minimum probability of correct selection (P(CS)).
-Indifference-zone formulation: These procedures answer questions such as "which alternative is best?" by selecting a single alternative from the many choices. They require the decision maker to prespecify a minimum distance (difference or ratio) between parameters of the best and second-best alternative that is of practical interest to detect. The guarantee on the P(CS) is achieved whenever the true distance meets or exceeds this value. Put in other words, this value defines the region in which the P(CS) guarantees must be met. -Subset selection formulation: These procedures answer questions such as "which alternatives are good?" by selecting a nonempty subset, of random size, that contains the best alternative with some specified probability of correct selection. -Multiple comparison formulation: These procedures answer questions such as "how good are the alternatives?" by using simultaneous confidence intervals to estimate the magnitudes of the differences among the alternatives' means, with high probability of correctly doing so. In some cases, Multiple Comparison with the Best (MCB) methods can augment indifference-zone or subset selection approaches (e.g., Nelson and Matejcik [1995] ; Hsu [1996] ).
Most of the R&S procedures define the best alternative as that having the largest expected response μ. In this article, we define the best alternative more broadly as that which has the largest probability of yielding the desired response. Here, the desired response could be the largest value, the smallest value, the smallest deviation from a target value, the smallest variance, and so forth. Procedures that adopt this definition of best are known as multinomial selection procedures and result in selecting the system most likely to be the best [Kim and Nelson 2006] .
A subset selection procedure outputs a subset that has a random size. If the alternatives are truly very close to each other-or if, simply by chance, the sampling makes the choice of the best alternative more difficult-the size of the subset can be quite close to the original number of alternatives. In this case, restricting the size of the selected subset so that it will not exceed some prespecified value is beneficial. This is called a restricted subset selection problem [Gupta and Panchapakesan 1979] .
A few multinomial selection procedures are available in the literature:
(1) Indifference-zone procedures: These procedures were born with the single-stage procedure M BEM [Bechhofer et al. 1959] . Bechhofer et al. [1968] proposed an openended, sequential sampling procedure (M BKS ) for selecting the single multinomial event that has the largest probability. The main difference between single-stage and open-ended procedures is that the former will always sample a fixed number of observations, whereas the latter will sample observations until a rule is triggered. Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] observed overprotection on the probability of correct selection when compared to M BKS . The M AVC (All Vector Comparisons) procedure was proposed by Miller et al. [1998] as an improvement to the M BEM procedure when there are measured values for each alternative on each trial (i.e., the measurements are quantitative), resulting in 34% to 44% savings in their experimental settings. (2) Multinomial subset selection procedures: Gupta and Nagel [1967] were the first to address the multinomial subset selection problem with the procedure M GN . Later, Chen and Hsu [1991] added several stopping and truncation rules to M GN , with the goal of reducing the expected size of the selected subset.
Parameters needed for using these procedures must often be determined numerically rather than analytically. The papers mentioned previously (and others in the literature) tend to present these parameters for situations where only a small set of alternatives (typically, 10 or fewer) exist. Our work is motivated by the need to run restricted multinomial subset selection procedures in a simulation environment, where there can be a large number of alternatives (say, 20 to 100).
In this article, we adapt the indifference-zone procedure M BG of Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] to the restricted multinomial subset selection problem. Chen [1988] suggested that in future research, the sampling and stopping rules of the M BKS indifference-zone procedure could also be utilized in a subset selection approach. However, to the best of our knowledge, this article contains the first such adaptation. It is clear that our proposal is a combination of the strong features of indifference-zone and subset-selection procedures-that is, it is a hybrid procedure.
In Section 2, we provide mathematical definitions of the selection goal, along with other notation. Section 3 contains detailed descriptions of the original procedure of Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] on which our proposal is based, as well as the procedure of Chen and Hsu [1991] . We describe our procedure in Section 4 and present numerical results in Section 5 for selection experiments involving small and large numbers of alternatives. Our conclusions appear in Section 6.
THE SELECTION NOTATION AND GOAL
Consider a selection problem involving k systems π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π k . These can be considered cells in a multinomial distribution, and throughout this article, we use the terms system and cell interchangeably. Let p i (i = 1, . . . , k) denote the unknown probability associated with observing cell π i (0 ≤ p i ≤ 1), where the p i satisfy
We denote the ordered values of the unknown cell probabilities by p [1] [k] , and the corresponding cells by π [1] , π [2] , . . . , π [k] . The values of p i and p [ j] (i, j = 1, . . . , k), and also the pairing of π i with π [ j] , are assumed to be completely unknown. If a single observation is taken from this multinomial distribution, and the outcome falls in cell π i , we define this a success for π i . Let y im denote the total number of successes for π i after m observations are taken. Clearly, . . . , y [k] m be the ordered values of y im , and let π [i] be the cell associated with y [i]m .
Let P * denote the minimum desired P(CS) (1/k < P * < 1), let t denote the maximum allowable size of the selected subset (1 ≤ t < k), and let θ * represent the smallest ratio between the largest and second-largest probabilities that the experimenter is interested in detecting. The region [ p [k] /θ * , p [k] ] is called the indifference zone, and all systems with probabilities in this region are considered to be equally good for practical purposes. P * , t, and θ * are all specified by the experimenter before sampling begins. The goal of the experimenter is the selection of a subset with bounded size t < k that contains π [k] whenever the ratio between the largest and second largest probabilities is greater than or equal to a chosen value θ * . If this goal is achieved, it is said that a correct selection (CS) has been made. In other words, if p [k] ≥ θ * p [k−1] , then the experimenter would like to select a subset that contains π [k] ; if p [k] < θ * p [k−i] , for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1, then the experimenter is indifferent between a subset that contains π [k] and another that contains π [k− j] for some 0 < j ≤ i.
If t = 1, this simplifies to the standard indifference-zone formulation, and a correct selection is said to be made only if π [k] is selected. If p [k] ≥ θ * p [k−1] , then the experimenter would like to select π [k] ; if p [k] < θ * p [k−i] , then the experimenter is indifferent between alternatives π [k] and π [k−i] .
For either case (t > 1 or t = 1), the selection procedure should achieve or exceed a specified minimum probability of correct selection. Put mathematically, the selection procedure should provide the following probability guarantee:
Finally, let n be the maximum number of observations allowed to be taken, N be the number of observations used by the algorithm, and S be the number of systems in the output subset. Let E [N] and E[S] denote, respectively, the expected value of N and S.
EXISTING PROCEDURES
We now describe, in detail, the two procedures that are the current best in the literature for multinomial selection. The first, M BG , uses an indifference-zone approach to select a single multinomial cell. The second, M CH , is a multinomial subset selection procedure.
The M BG Procedure
The M BG algorithm [Bechhofer and Goldsman 1986] added two new stopping rules, called truncation and curtailment, to the M BKS algorithm [Bechhofer et al. 1968] , which is a sequential procedure for selecting the single multinomial event that has the largest probability among the alternatives under comparison. An algorithmic description of the procedure follows.
Procedure M M BG
Inputs from the decision maker: P * : The desired minimum probability of correct selection. k: The number of cells in the multinomial distribution. θ * : The desired indifference-zone value.
Other inputs:
n: The maximum sample size (a function of P * , k, and θ * ). Sampling rule: Draw observations from the multinomial distribution one at a time. Continue sampling until one of the following three stopping criteria is met. Stopping rule 1: Calculate
If z m ≤ (1 − P * )/P * , then stop. Here, stopping rule 1 is the original stopping rule used in the open-ended procedure M BKS . Stopping rules 2 and 3 are, respectively, the curtailment and truncation stopping rules. Rule 3 was added because it was observed that stopping rule 1 overprotects the probability of correct selection. With this truncation rule, it is possible to decrease the expected number of observations taken while achieving (1). The curtailment stopping rule 2 was added because if it holds, then the current π [k−1] will, at best, be tied with the current π [k] after an additional n− m observations are taken. This is true because using rule 2 along with rule 3 allows the P(CS) to remain unchanged from using just rule 3. Note that rule 3 is redundant since rule 2 will apply when m = n, but we have retained it for consistency with the original algorithm in Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] .
The Least Favorable Configuration (LFC) is the configuration of the p i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, that minimizes the probability of correct selection. The slippage configuration, typically written as p [i] ≡ p for i = 1, . . . , k − 1 and p [k] = θ * p, was stated (but not proven) to be the LFC for procedure M BG [Bechhofer and Goldsman 1986] . Note that because k i=1 p i = 1, the slippage configuration can be completely defined as
3.2. The M CH Procedure Chen and Hsu [1991] proposed an algorithm we call M CH for multinomial subset selection, which combines stopping rules proposed by Bechhofer and Chen [1991] , Panchapakesan [1971] , and Ramey and Alam [1979] with a truncation rule. Note that M CH does not allow the experimenter to restrict the maximum subset size.
Procedure M M CH
Inputs from the decision maker:
The desired minimum probability of correct selection. k: The number of cells in the multinomial distribution.
Other inputs:
n: The maximum sample size (tabled choices depend on P * and k). D, M, r: Other parameters for the procedure (functions of P * , k, and n). Sampling rule: Draw observations from the multinomial distribution one at a time. Continue sampling until one of the following four stopping criteria is met. The LFC for M CH is given by the form 0, 0, . . . , 0, u, p, p, . . . , p) for some 0 ≤ u ≤ p < 1. The determination of u is made numerically; usually it is equal to either 0 or 1/k, but for some procedure parameters, it falls strictly between these values. Chen and Hsu [1991] wrote a FORTRAN program for finding the procedure parameters for k up to 50 that, unfortunately, is no longer available. In their paper, they provide tables only for k ≤ 10.
Stopping rule 1: Stop if y
[k]m − y [k−1]m ≥ n− m+ D.( p [1] , p [2] , . . . , p [k]) = (
A NEW RESTRICTED SUBSET SELECTION PROCEDURE
Our procedure adapts the open-ended sequential stopping rule of the M BKS procedure (also used in M BG ) so that it can be used for subset selection, not just for selecting the single best multinomial cell. Like M BG and M CH , our procedure is truncated, which is beneficial to those running experiments who may be faced with restrictions on the maximum sample size due to real-world constraints on time or budget. Unlike M BG , our procedure M NEW allows the decision maker to select more than a single alternative; this can substantially reduce the sampling requirements and may be particularly helpful if several alternatives have similarly good performance and secondary criteria are of interest. Unlike M CH , the M NEW procedure allows the decision maker to restrict the bounded size of the selected subset. A description follows.
Procedure M M NEW
The desired minimum probability of correct selection. k: The number of cells in the multinomial distribution. θ * : The desired indifference-zone value. t: The maximum subset size to be selected.
Other inputs:
n: The maximum sample size (a function of P * , k, θ * , and t). Sampling rule: Draw observations from the multinomial distribution one at a time. Continue sampling until one of two stopping criteria is met.
Stopping rule 1 (sequential rule): Define
where
. For the smallest s for which P s (CS) ≥ P * , stop and randomize the order of those π [i] that have equal counts. Return the subset
Stopping rule 2 (curtailment and truncation rule): If stopping rule 1 does not apply and if y [k−t+1]m − y [k−t]m ≥ n − m, stop and randomize the order of those π [i] that have equal counts. Return the subset π [k−t+1] , π [k−t+2] , . . . , π [k] .
Note that stopping rule 2 will always return a subset of size t, whereas stopping rule 1 will return a subset of size s, where 1 ≤ s ≤ t. Note further that stopping rule 2 corresponds to curtailment if m < n and truncation if m = n.
Theoretical Properties
In this section, we consider some properties of M BG and M NEW under the slippage configuration. Consider again the M BG stopping rule 1, which stops sampling if
For a given z m , note that
this is the maximum value of P * for which procedure M BG would terminate at m, given the outcome vector − → y m = (y1m, y 2m , . . . , y km)
T . Correspondingly, under the slippage configuration, 1 − P m is the probability of making an incorrect selection (i.e., Pr(π [k] = π [k] ) at stage m, given the outcome vector − → y m , if we stop and select the cell associated with y [k] as best.
We generalize the statistics z m and P m of Equations (3) and (4) as follows:
Under the slippage configuration, P cm is the conditional probability that π [k] is associated with
. . , π [k] } for the given m and − → y m . When c = 1, (5) simplifies to (3) and (6) simplifies to (4). The main idea behind M NEW is as follows: the probability that the cell which truly has the largest p [k] is contained in the subset { π [k−s+1] , π [k−s+2] , . . . , π [k] } is the complement of the probability that none of the subset components are associated with π [k] . This fact leads to
Using successive expansions of Pr(
and hence, if sampling stops at stage m with a subset of size s ≤ t,
where P(CS) m is the probability of correct selection if the sampling stops at stage m.
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Fig. 1. Achieved P(CS) and E[S]
for given P * in stopping rule 1, k = 100, t = 5, slippage configuration.
Equation (8) provides the P(CS) m value if the sequential stopping rule is employed. Like M BG , on which it is based, the sequential rule is almost always conservative. Except in rare instances, a value will exist that will allow the procedure to be truncated while still meeting the probability requirement when t = 1. If truncation is employed, then curtailment does not affect the P(CS), nor does it affect the size of the selected subset. As in M BG , when curtailment applies, it reduces the sampling required-that is, stopping rule 2 halts the procedure with m < n.
A key requirement of any selection procedure is a guarantee that P(CS) ≥ P * for some 1/k < P * < 1 of interest. If the form of the LFC can be proven, then by finding the parameters that guarantee the desired P(CS) in the LFC, all other configurations will have a P(CS) ≥ P * . Appropriate parameters can sometimes be found analytically but often require either computationally intensive exact expansions or numerical simulations. Proofs of LFCs tend to be much more complicated for multinomial selection problems than for other types of selection procedures because the y i 's are not independent; see, for example, Kesten and Morse [1959] and Gastaldi [2005] . At the time of this writing, a proof of the LFC for M BG is not yet available, although Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] conjecture that the slippage configuration is the LFC. Similarly, we conjecture that the slippage configuration given by (2) is the LFC for procedure M NEW . This is the motivation for designing our procedure's sample-size calculations based on the slippage configuration.
Finally, we illustrate an interesting property of our procedure in Figure 1 . This provides the achieved P(CS), as a function of n, when we fix the P * in stopping rule 1 of M NEW at 0.75, 0.90, and 0.95. Such a plot could be used to determine the appropriate values of n to achieve the desired overall P(CS), although we used a smarter search algorithm for finding n. The curves were constructed by performing 200,000 Monte Carlo replications for 1(1)30(5)60(10)120(30)450. In line with the theoretical properties, the general P(CS) trends rise rapidly and then stabilize at values slightly higher than the nominal P * . (Recall, however, that P(CS) is not strictly monotonic in n because of the discrete nature of the multinomial sampling.) The curves all start out providing essentially the same performance guarantee but then diverge. This suggests that there are multiple ways to achieve a desired P(CS) using procedure M NEW . The tabled values of n that we provide correspond to using the overall P * as the criterion for stopping in stopping rule 1 and lead to the lowest E [S] values. However, one could get by with a lower n and achieve the same overall probability guarantee, P(CS) ≥ P * , by using a P > P * as the criterion in stopping rule 1. that never invokes stopping rule 1 and display the results in Figure 1 as P = 1.0 (single stage). This last curve will never reach the value 1.0, but where it crosses a P(CS) value of interest (such as 0.90), it provides values of n that correspond to a single-stage procedure that always returns a subset of size t. We prefer the M NEW procedure as reported, because when there are clear differences in the multinomial cell probabilities, the procedure can terminate early with a subset substantially smaller than t. Nonetheless, it is interesting to see how a single-stage procedure could be obtained. An intermediate procedure between the reported procedure and the single stage one can also be used. For example, the dashed vertical line in Figure 1 corresponds to n = 120. If P = 0.75, the procedure will achieve P(CS) = 0.783 and E[S] = 2.83; if P = 0.90, the procedure will achieve P(CS) = 0.888 and E[S] = 3.01; if P = 0.95, the procedure will achieve P(CS) = 0.916 and E[S] = 3.08; and if a single stage procedure that always selects five cells is used, the achieved P(CS) = 0.937. In other words, by accepting a slight increase in E[S], we can achieve a much higher P(CS) by using P = 0.95 instead of P = 0.75.
RESULTS
We examine the performance of our procedure in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3; discuss tables for its use in Section 5.4; and provide some examples where it might be beneficial in Section 5.5.
Performance Comparison
Before proceeding, a more detailed discussion about indifference-zone and subset selection procedures is in order. Indifference-zone procedures require that the decision maker establishes a minimum distance between the parameters of the best and secondbest alternative, whereas subset selection procedures do not need such establishment (as discussed in Section 1). Accordingly, indifference-zone procedures guarantee that P(CS) ≥ P * for a more limited set of probability configurations than subset selection procedures. As these procedures are defined under distinct parameter spaces, a straightforward comparison of their performances is challenging. Nevertheless, if the decision maker is willing to establish an indifference zone, it is interesting to see how M NEW compares in relation to a classical subset selection procedure. This comparison has a practical motivation rather than a methodological one: we would like to see how efficient our procedure is when compared with M CH in case the decision maker accepts as output a subset instead of only a single alternative and he or she can establish an indifference-zone parameter.
We compare the performance of M NEW with the results of M CH for k ∈ {3, 4}, P * ∈ {0.75, 0.90, 0.95}, t ∈ {1, 2}, and θ * = 3.0 in the slippage configuration ( p, p, . . . , p, θ * p). We decided on procedure M CH because Bechhofer et al. [1995, p. 241] suggest that it is the best algorithm proposed so far in the literature for multinomial subset selection by recommending it when the required constants (D, M, r) are available. Table I shows the results of this comparison, where P(CS) is the achieved probability of correct selection, E[S] is the expected subset size, and E[N] is the expected sample size. Our simulations were based in 20,000,000 Monte Carlo replications for P * = 0.90 and 0.95, and 40,000,000 replications for P * = 0.75, so that the standard errors of all estimates are quite small. The P(CS) was calculated as the observed proportion of correct selections among the replications. Chen and Hsu [1991] consider values of n = 10(5)30 when θ * = 3.0. They remark that multiple combinations of the remaining parameters (D, M, r) are available that achieve the minimum probability requirements, but that the (D, M, r) combinations that yield the smallest E[S] values may not be optimal for minimizing E [N] . To perform the comparisons, we first compute n for M NEW for t = 1, 2. For comparisons against t = 1, Table I shows that although neither procedure dominates, our procedure competes favorably with the current best procedure in the literature. When t = 1, M NEW always has a smaller maximum sample size n. M NEW also performs well with respect to E [N] . In one instance, it requires 3% additional sampling, on average; however, in the others, the relative efficiency in E[N] ranges from 49% to 91%.
When t = 2, our procedure uses a larger n in only one case (k = 4, P * = 0.95, t = 2), whereas it achieves as much as an 80% reduction in n in other situations. In terms of E[N], when t = 2, M NEW requires between 27% and 96% of the sampling required by M CH , on average. These reductions do come at the cost of a larger expected subset size, but E[S] increases by less than 1.0 in all cases. The experimenter may be quite willing to end up with a slightly larger subset in exchange for substantial reductions in the maximum and expected sampling requirements, particularly if the time available to perform the experiment is limited.
Besides usually requiring both smaller n and E [N] , M NEW has other advantages over M CH . First, after the decision maker establishes the indifference-zone value θ * , for a given k and P * , M NEW needs only two parameters: t and n. Both of these are natural for a decision maker to interpret, and if the decision maker is able to specify either one, then a one-dimensional search can be used to determine the other. In contrast, for a given k and P * , the procedure M CH needs four parameters (D, M, r, and n). This makes the search space for suitable parameter combinations much larger. We remark that due to the discrete nature of the sampling, the values of the achieved P(CS), E [N] , and E [S] are not always monotonic in n, particularly for small problems. This fact complicates the search for both procedures-but especially the higher-dimensional search for M CH .
If the decision maker is not willing to establish an indifference zone, either because he or she does not feel comfortable in doing this or because the decision maker wants a P(CS) guarantee when all systems have essentially the same probability of occurrence (i.e, the equal-probability configuration with θ * = 1.0), then we recommend the use of procedure M CH instead of ours.
Performance Under Alternative Configurations
As stated earlier, we conjecture that the slippage configuration is the LFC for M NEW . This means that our procedure may perform much better on practical problems than would be indicated by looking at the E Table I and all  of the Tables in Appendix A . In addition to the slippage configuration, we examine two other types of configurations.
[N], E[S], and P(CS) values in
The first is a random configuration, which we generate as follows:
Second, we consider configurations similar to the worst case configuration for procedure M CH , which we call "M CH WC." Here, p [i] = 1/n tied for i = k − n tied + 1, . . . , k and p i = 0 otherwise. In other words, there are exactly n tied alternatives tied for the best. In these cases, a correct selection is made for M NEW whenever the selected subset contains at least one of the n tied best alternatives. Although these are difficult configurations for the selection goal of M CH , they are very favorable configurations for M NEW in terms of the achieved P(CS); they are also associated with lower E[N] as long as n tied is not much larger than t. Table II illustrates the expected sample sizes and the expected subset sizes for these three types of configurations for a representative case where k = 10, θ * = 3.0, and P * = 0.90. We provide results for n tied = t − 1, n tied = t, and n tied = t + 1 in the M CH WC configuration. All computations are based on 500,000 Monte Carlo replications. By replications, we mean different sample paths for the slippage and M CH WC configurations, and different random w i values for the random configurations.
The results in Table II show that E[N] is much smaller for the random and M CH WC configurations, stopping after 17% to 68% of the sampling (on average) that would be required under the conjectured LFC. The differences in expected subset size are smaller and less consistent; the reductions in E [S] are largest when M CH WC has fewer than t alternatives tied for best.
The cumulative distribution functions of N for the various alternatives are given in Figure 2 for P * = 0.90, k = 10, and t = 3. These provide a more detailed look at the performance of the procedures. In addition to the configurations of Table II , we also furnish the results for the equal-probability case. M NEW halts very quickly in the M CH WC when n tied is small. For the slippage configuration and the equal-probability configuration, the distributions are multimodal with high probabilities of requiring all n samples. Similar behavior occurs for other combinations of probability configurations, P * , k, and t. Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of our procedure for k = 10(10)100(100)500, P * = 0.75, t = 5, and θ * = 5. As the reader can see, M NEW can be used in very big problems. The trade-off of using our procedure in such big problems is the total number of observations to be taken-for example, to select a subset of bounded size of t = 5 with required probability of correct selection of P * = 0.75 when the indifference-zone parameter is θ * = 5, it will be necessary to take as many as n×k = 916×500 = 458, 000 observations for k = 500. Despite not being a theoretical limit, we believe that problems bigger than k = 500 will not be practical in the real world.
Performance in Large-Scale Problems
Another interesting phenomenon in Figure 3 
is the reduction of E[S] and the ratio E[N]
/n as the number of systems increases. This occurs because in the slippage configuration, the cell probability for any system other than the best is inversely related to the number of systems under evaluation. If a very large number of systems are tied for second best, it is unlikely that t − 1 or more will remain consistently close to the true best as sampling progresses. The sequential stopping rule is more likely to be invoked before the curtailment and truncation rule, and tends to be associated with reduced sampling requirements. It is also the only rule that can result in a subset size S smaller than t.
Tables
Our work was motivated by a need for readily accessible (or easy to compute) parameters for multinomial subset selection procedures involving a large number of alternatives. In Tables III through XII of Appendix A, we present the truncation Fig. 3 . n, E [N] , and E[S] for k = 10(10)100(100)500 in the slippage configuration when P * = 0.75, t = 5, and θ * = 5.
numbers n needed to implement our procedure. We provide tables for k ∈ {3, 4, . . . , 9, 10, 20, . . . , 100}, P * ∈ {0.75, 0.90, 0.95}, and several values of t and θ * . Although the n values are all that are needed to implement the procedure, we also report estimates of P(CS), the expected subset size E [S] , and the expected sample size E[N] under the associated slippage configurations. All values were calculated using 500,000 Monte Carlo replications.
The values of θ * in Tables III through X are the same ones that Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] use for k = 2, 3, . . . , 6. For k = 7, 8, 9, 10, we use the values from their first paper [Bechhofer and Goldsman 1985] ; for k = 20, 30, . . . , 100, we use a different approach for specifying θ * values. In these cases, we first specify an unnormalized difference δ u between the best and second-best alternatives (e.g., δ u = 0.05). This, in turn, determines the value of θ * in the slippage configuration as follows:
The probabilities in the slippage configuration are then determined from Equation (2). The numbers in Tables XI and XII represent differences of δ u = 0.02, 0.05, and 0.08. Note how efficient M NEW can be: an analyst interested in a difference of at least δ u = 0.08 can go from a set of 100 alternatives to a subset of five or fewer, with at most 89 multinomial observations, while guaranteeing that the P(C S) ≥ 0.95.
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Examples
Example 1: Pandemic modeling. Disease transmission rates may vary for different demographic segments of a population, along with the severity of the symptoms. Several types of interventions may be possible, including school closings, treatment alternatives following diagnosis, and broad-based or targeted vaccinations. Public health officials in a particular city may be interested in using simulation models to explore the effects of various disease characteristics and potential interventions on the local population. Suppose that there are three different policies for school closings, five treatment alternatives, and four different ways in which vaccines can be distributed (including no vaccines). As the intervention can only be executed a single time, then selecting the best interventions based on long-run performance (expected value) makes no sense! It is more natural to approach this problem with a multinomial selection procedure instead of a selection-of-the-best procedure-one that aims to select the system (or subset) associated with the best performance measure expected value. Of the 60 alternatives that result from combining these interventions, officials are interested in a subset, of no more than three, that contains the intervention most likely to yield the best results. If they desire a P(CS) guarantee of 0.90 whenever δ u = 0.05, then Table XII indicates that n = 170 is the maximum number of observations needed by M NEW . Example 2: Military tactic development. Air-to-air combat tactics can be evaluated through simulation models. Vieira Jr.
[2011] studied beyond-visual-range combat with the objective of identifying the optimal tactic. Several of the decision variables involved in an air-to-air combat are continuous (e.g., distance, altitude, and speed) and must be discretized when running the simulation. Even with a parsimonious discretization of these variables, a very large number of alternatives must be compared to each other. Clearly, the overriding consideration in air-to-air combat problem involves the risk factor. A nation is not interested in having a slightly greater average success than its enemy over a period of several years of combat. What really matters is to have the greatest probability of being the winner in each individual engagement (i.e., each unique trial). Again, using a selection-of-the-best procedure is not the appropriate solution, and the M NEW procedure can be a useful screening procedure for this class of problems. The reason is that it is an efficient way to winnow the large number of alternatives down to a small number that can be examined in more depth. If there are 80 variants under investigation, the decision maker is interested in identifying at most eight tactics to study in more detail, and wants a P(CS) guarantee of 0.95 when δ u = 0.02, then Table XIII shows that M NEW needs at most n = 702 observations and, on average, will end after observing E[N] = 376.52 samples. The output set will have an average size of E[S] = 6.274.
CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we adapt a truncated sequential indifference-zone multinomial selection procedure, proposed by Bechhofer and Goldsman [1986] , to the restricted multinomial subset selection problem. We compare the performance of our hybrid procedure, M NEW , to the procedure of Chen and Hsu [1991] , which is considered the best unrestricted multinomial subset selection procedure currently available, and show that M NEW performs favorably with respect to a variety of measures. M NEW is easier to implement, because it has only one calculated parameter that the decision maker is not free to choose (n), whereas M CH has four such parameters (D, M, r, and n) . This makes it easier to use M NEW than M CH , as well as making it easier to obtain suitable parameters for configurations not covered by existing tables. Under the slippage configuration, M NEW typically requires less sampling than M CH , in terms of both the maximum and expected sample size, at the cost of a small increase in the expected size of the selected subset.
Our work was motivated in part by a need to run restricted multinomial selection procedures in a simulation environment where there are a large number of alternatives. Consequently, in addition to providing tables of the truncation numbers n needed to implement our procedure for small numbers of systems under evaluation (k = 2, 3, . . . , 10), we also provide tables for large values of k (k = 20, 30, . . . , 100) . 
APPENDIX A. TABLES TO IMPLEMENT M NEW
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